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I. INTRODUCTION

This Note surveys and compares various issues relating to the establishment of maternal and paternal relationships in American and Jewish law and advocates solutions to certain problems within Jewish law. The Note is organized into four parts. Part One deals with the establishment of paternal relationships in both Jewish and American law, with an emphasis on those arising from artificial insemination. Part Two analyzes surrogate motherhood under both legal systems, as well as the general rules for establishing maternal identity. In analyzing how Jewish law treats surrogate motherhood, this Note presents a detailed analysis of the talmudic sources dealing with surrogate motherhood and argues that Jewish law focuses on conception and implantation in establishing maternal identity. The American law section summarizes the case law in this field and points out the analytic disharmony between the different court opinions.

Part Three explains the adoption law according to American and Jewish law and focuses on the fundamental differences in methodology used by each system. Part Four analyzes the effects of sex reassignment surgery on parental and marital status, and the method of establishing sexual identity according to the American and Jewish legal systems. Fundamental principles used by each system to establish parental and personal status are emphasized throughout the Note. This Note con-
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II. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PATERNITY AND ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

A. JEWISH LAW

The Talmud, in numerous places, recounts the list of prohibited marriages. The genesis of such prohibited relationships always begins at birth. As the Talmud states, non-biological relationships, such as those created by adoption, are not recognized as creating a prohibition against marriage in Jewish law. As noted in the Shulchan Aruch, it is permissible to marry one's adopted sister, even if she was raised in the same house. Thus, it is safe to say that according to Jewish law, parental relationships are granted to the natural parent and cannot later be changed to be in harmony with custodial relationships. Thus, unlike American law, the establishment of parental status is not typically a significant legal issue in Jewish law because in almost all situations the identity of the parent is legally clear.

It is possible that some of the privileges and duties of parenthood which are rabbinic, rather than biblical, in origin can be transferred upon the establishment of custody by a non-parental guardian; these aspects of parenthood will be dealt with in the section on adoption. However, in the normal situation, in which the natural father's identity is clear, Jewish law dictates that he is also the legal father. No other considerations can change paternity once it is established. Thus, Jewish law faces none of the problems intrinsically associated with the American approach. Jewish law faces only a single definitional problem — who is the natural father in the “hard” cases — artificial insemination, testicular transplants and a host of other “unnatural” events potentially leading to fatherhood.

Currently, the only well-developed dispute in Jewish law concerning the establishment of paternity arises in the case of artificial insemination — however, the principles enunciated there solve almost all other “hard” cases. Four basic positions exist. The first position, referred to as the position of Rabbi Feinstein, due to his vigorous advocacy of this position, is that artificial insemination is permitted and that the paternity of the child is established by the genetic relationship between the child and the father. Thus, he who donates the sperm is the father. Furthermore, Rabbi Feinstein is of the opinion that the act of artificial insemination does not violate Jewish law and does not constitute an act of adultery by the woman.

The second position, that of the Divrei Yoel is identical to that of Rabbi Feinstein’s in acknowledging that the genetic relationship is of legal significance and the paternity is established solely through the genetic relationship. However, he also maintains that the genetic relationship predominates to establish illegitimacy and the legal propriety of these actions. Thus, heterologous artificial insemination is an act of adultery. Both Rabbi Feinstein and Rabbi Teitelbaum agree on how paternity is established; however, they differ as to how illegitimacy is established.

Two other positions are also offered on this topic. The first is that of Rabbi Waldenberg. He is of the opinion that an act of adultery occurs, not through the genetic mixing of sperm that is not the husband’s with the wife’s egg, but rather by the act of heterologous insemination itself; this act is physically analogous to adultery and is not permitted. This view is not based on the presence or absence of genetic relationships between child and husband, but rather upon Rabbi Waldenberg’s belief

1. See, e.g., Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot 22a-b, Sanhedrin 53a-54b, 55a.
2. Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot 21a.
3. J. CARO, SHULCHAN ARUCH, Even Ha’etzor 15:11.
4. JACOB BEN ASHER, TUR, Even Ha’etzor ch. 15 (two boys raised together may marry each other’s wife [after one brother dies] without concern about the appearance of impurity); J. CARO, BEIT YOREI, commenting on id.
5. There are, obviously, cases in which the identity of the father or mother is factually unknown; see J. CARO, SHULCHAN ARUCH, Even Ha’etzor 71:4 and commentaries ad locum, on how Jewish law deals with these circumstances.
6. The term “rabbinic law” is used in Jewish law to indicate rules of law which were created by the rabbis in a legislative rather than a hermeneutic manner. They are, at least theoretically, changeable. MENACHEM BEN MEIR (MEIRI), BEIT HA’RECHEIKA, commenting on Avodah Zarah 13a.
7. The term “biblical law” is used in Jewish law to indicate rules of law, either explicit in the Bible or derived from Biblical sources. There is some dispute as to which forms of derivation create biblical law. Compare MAIMONIDES, SEFER HA-MITZVOT, Shurei 2 with COMMENTARY OF NACHMANIDES on id. See generally M. ELON, HA-MISHPAT HA-TEVIR 194-200 (1978).
8. See infra Part IV.
that the injection of sperm is itself a prohibited form of adultery. Furthermore, Rabbi Waldenberg maintains that this conduct is also a violation of the rules of modesty, which are of rabbinic origin. He would thus prohibit this conduct in all circumstances regardless of whether it technically violates the biblical prohibition of adultery.

A fourth position is advocated by Rabbi Breish, who maintains that heterologous insemination is not an act of adultery, and no biblical violation occurs. Nonetheless, he maintains that “from the point of view of our religion these ugly and disgusting things should not be done, for they are similar to the deeds of the land of Canaan and its abominations.”

In researching artificial insemination, one thing becomes apparent — there is a paucity of talmudic sources on the topic. Except for the single talmudic source in Hagigah, which discusses artificial insemination en passant, no clear sources exist. The simple talmudic source states as follows:

Ben-Zomah was asked: May a pregnant virgin marry a High Priest?

Do we assume that Samuel is correct, when he states that one can have intercourse many times without removing the physical characteristics of virginity, or perhaps this is unlikely. He replied: Samuel's position is unlikely, and we assume that the woman was artificially inseminated.

The simple explanation of the talmudic text is that artificial insemination does not create legal prohibitions which are normally based on prohibited sexual conduct, and through silence, the Talmud implies that it establishes paternity — for if the Talmud maintained that even paternity was not established, it would have stated this.

17. Id. Rabbi Waldenberg maintains that this conduct violates the laws of marital modesty (dat pehudim). See Babylonian Talmud, Keteret 72a.
18. Rabbi Waldenberg, in a recent responsa, prohibited surrogate motherhood on these same grounds. See E. Waldenberg, Test Tube Infertilitization, 5 Sopher Asya 84:92 (1986).
19. Y. Breish, 3 Chelkat Yakov 45-48. Similarly, see Y. Weinberg, 3 Srediad Einsh 5.
20. Y. Breish, 3 Chelkat Yakov 45-51.
22. According to Jewish law, the High Priest may only marry a woman who has never had intercourse before her marriage to him. Lestfuta 21:13. See also Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Sefer Kedusha, Hilchet Issurim Biath 17:13.
23. This is the near unanimous opinion of the decisions. See O. Yosef, 2 Yabiam Omer, Even Haesor 1:6; Y. Weinberg, 3 Srediad Einsh 5; Samuel ben Uri, Chelkat Mezikorot, commenting on J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Even Haesor 1:6; M. Feinstein, Igrot Moshe, 1 Even Haesor 10; M. Klein, 4 Mishnah Halachot 160; E. Waldenberg, 3 Tzitz Elzezin 273; Y. Teitellbaum, 2 Divrei Yovel 110, 140; S. Duban (Tashmisca), 3 Responsa 263; Shmuel Purda, Beit Shmuel, commenting on J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Even Haesor 1:10; J. Ettinger, Aruch LeNei, commenting on Yavamot 10. J. Edem, 2 Sheelah Yavitz 96. It is sometimes claimed that the Turai Zehav (Taz) disagrees with this; see D. Halevi, Turai Zehav, commenting on J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Even Haesor 1:8. It is likely that the Taz is only referring to the question of the fulfillment of the commandment to have children, and not the establishment of paternity. See generally Rosner, Artificial Insemination in Jewish Law, in F. Rosen & J.D. Blum, Jewish Bioethics 105, 111 (1979).
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Rabbi Feinstein, in mustering additional support for his opinion, quotes a ruling by Rabbi David Halevi (Taz) of the 17th century, which is itself based on a responsum of Rabbi Peretz, an 11th century Jewish scholar. Rabbi Peretz states that in the absence of sexual intercourse, the child resulting from the mixing of sperm and egg is always legitimate. Rabbi Feinstein, based on this source, reaches a critically important conclusion: if there is no forbidden sexual act, the child is acceptable for all functions and is totally legitimate according to Jewish law. Furthermore, this child is not even stigmatized to the extent that he is forbidden to marry one of priestly descent, since all of the stigmas associated with the child of an illicit relationship are dependent on the presence of prohibited intercourse, and not the genetic combination of two people who are prohibited to each other. Furthermore, he accepts the literal interpretation of the talmudic text in Hagigah, and states that the genetic father is also the legal one.

The position of the Divrei Yovel can best be described as relying on radically different commentaries than Rabbi Feinstein. The Divrei Yovel relies on a position articulated by Rabbi Moses ben Nachman (Nachmanides), a twelfth century commentator on both the Talmud and the Bible. In his explanation on the verse “one may not have intercourse with one’s neighbor’s wife for seed,” he focuses on the final two words of the verse — “for seed.” Nachmanides claims that these two words are apparently not necessary, and suggests the possibility that the words “for seed” were placed in the text to emphasize one reason for the prohibition of adultery that society will not know from whom the child is descended. Accepting this as one of the intellectual bases for the prohibition of adultery, the Divrei Yovel claims that heterologous insemination, even without any physical act of intercourse, is biblically prohibited, since he who has been intercourse, it would be categorized as an act of adultery. The genetic combination of two people who are prohibited to marry leads to illegitimacy, even when there is no sexual intercourse.

24. M. Feinstein, Igrot Moshe, 1 Even Haesor 10. See D. Halevi, Turai Zehav, commenting on J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Even Haesor 195 n.7. The original work by Rabbi Peretz has been lost. The authenticity however, is not in doubt, as this position has been frequently cited in his name. See J. Sirkes, Bayyit Chadash (Bach), commenting on Jacob ben Asher, Tos, Yoreh Deah 195; Simhuel Purda, Beit Shmuel, commenting on J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Even Haesor 1:10; I. Rosenz, Mishnah LeMelech, commenting on Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Sefer Nashim, Hilchet Issurim 154.
25. M. Feinstein, Igrot Moshe, 1 Even Haesor 10; 2 Even Haesor 11; 3 Even Haesor 11.
26. Id. at Even Haesor 10.
28. M. Feinstein, Igrot Moshe, 1 Even Haesor 10. In this response he advances an alternative explanation of why the child is permitted to marry a priest.
31. Y. Teitellbaum, 2 Divrei Yovel 110, 140.
32. Id.
He also devotes considerable time and space to defending his reliance upon a biblical commentary to derive principles of Jewish law, and notes that while some authorities believe that the reliance on commentaries on the bible is not acceptable, since commentaries were not intended to be used as sources for establishing Jewish law, nonetheless, such sources ought to serve as a guide and furnish us with a better understanding of the scope of the law, particularly when the sources indicate that our conduct should become stricter rather than more lenient. He also points out the position of the Sheltei Gibborim who deals with the same facts as the Taz relied on by Rabbi Feinstein. The conclusion of the Sheltei Gibborim, however, is dramatically opposite to that of the Taz.

The position of Rabbi Waldenberg is, to a great extent, based on the same material as the Divrei Yoel. However, Rabbi Waldenberg does not emphasize the genetic relationship, i.e., the mixing of a sperm and an egg; rather, he notes that according to Nachmanides, the injection of sperm is itself an act of adultery analogous to intercourse. Thus, he maintains that the act of artificial insemination is prohibited because it is the legal equivalent of actual intercourse, just as anal intercourse is legally identical to normal intercourse. Rabbi Waldenberg also vigorously disputes the conclusions of Rabbi Peretz, quoting a number of early decisors who disagree with Rabbi Peretz. It is worth noting that, according to Rabbi Waldenberg, it is possible to conclude that the one who injects the sperm is committing the act of adultery and is culpable as such. Another commentator has gone so far as to assert that the person who injects the sperm is the legal father, since he or she is committing the adultery. This position has been widely attacked as it seems to be based on what on its face is an illogical position — that neither the genetic father nor the husband of the wife would be considered the father of the child.

Rabbi Breish’s position is the intellectual hybrid of the position of Rabbinic Feinstein and Waldenberg. Rabbi Breish concedes that the child resulting from an artificial insemination is legitimate, a major concession to the intellectual opinion of Rabbi Feinstein. He notes, however, his hesitancy to permit this conduct on grounds unrelated to the legal rules of adultery just as Rabbi Waldenberg does. He maintains that permitting conduct which people widely assume to be prohibited will result in the general decline of moral values. Thus, he prohibits this conduct because it is the top of a slippery slope which he is not willing to even tip toe down.

The positions articulated by these four commentators on heterologous insemination can equally be applied to future “hard” cases including one just over the horizon, testicular transplants. Rabbi Feinstein would maintain that Jewish law focuses on the presence of impermissible sexual liaisons. If the intercourse occurred between people permitted to marry, the child would be legitimate, and presumably would be the child of the biological father. In such a case, Rabbi Waldenberg too would maintain that paternity is assigned to the man who has the intercourse, since his understanding of Nachmanides is based on artificial insemination being a form of intercourse: like Rabbi Feinstein, if the intercourse is permitted, the child is legitimate. Its paternity is its biological father. The Divrei Yoel, on the other hand, focuses on the genetic relationship, which would follow the donor in answering these questions. Rabbi Breish would presumably permit this conduct since this type of relationship could easily be maintained in accordance with Jewish law’s rules of modesty.

B. American Law

American law, unlike its Jewish counterpart, does not view the identity of the natural parent as the critical question in establishing legal paternity; rather, it views that question only as the starting point of its analysis. American law has always reserved to the legal system the power to shift parental rights in order to harmonize them with other values, such as custodial parenthood or the best interest of the child.
The question of the natural parent is only the opening question in the process of deciding who should be a parent. Focusing on artificial insemination, one sees a significant example of a situation in which parenthood under the law has been rearranged to be in harmony with factors other than natural parenthood.

Although the medical technique of artificial insemination is more than 1500 years old, and has been commonly practiced for more than 50 years, American statutes and case law dealing with the issue are no more than twenty years old. Two legally different types of artificial insemination exist. The first, heterologous insemination, refers to insemination of a woman by a man other than her husband; this is commonly referred to as A.I.D. - Artificial Insemination, Donor. The second type, homologous insemination, refers to insemination of a woman by her husband; it is commonly referred to as A.I.H. - Artificial Insemination, Husband. No state in the Union currently attempts to regulate homologous insemination. It is very likely that the United States Constitution prohibits the states from regulating this or any other type of sexual activity between two people married to each other.

Two legal issues are presented by heterologous insemination. The first is the rights and responsibilities of a husband to a child who is not genetically his. The second is the rights and duties of the sperm donor to his child. This case involved a criminal action for non-support of a child resulting from the artificial insemination of a woman with the consent of her husband. After the child's divorce, the child refused to pay child support on the grounds that the child was not legally his. The California Supreme Court held that even absent written consent, consent is presumed in these cases; such presumption can only be overcome by "clear and convincing evidence." Furthermore, once consent is given, it cannot later be withdrawn. For reasons which are unclear, however, the court awarded only partial child support to the woman.

A large number of cases from jurisdictions across the United States have accepted the holdings of the above-cited cases and have ruled that a husband who consents to the artificial insemination of his wife is legally bound to function as the father of the child. In the very recent case of

51. BABYLONIAN TALMUD, HEGGIDGIH 140-15a. The Talmud deals with the possibility of birth without sexual intercourse, and mentions artificial insemination as a possible method of achieving this. See supra text accompanying notes 21-28.
53. 68 Cal. 2d 280, 437 P.2d 495, 66 Cal. Rptr. 7 (1968).
54. Id. at 283, 437 P.2d at 497, 66 Cal. Rptr. at 9.
55. Id. at 285, 437 P.2d at 499, 66 Cal. Rptr. at 11.
57. 68 Cal. 2d 280, 437 P.2d 495, 66 Cal. Rptr. 7 (1968).
58. Id. at 283, 437 P.2d at 497, 66 Cal. Rptr. at 9, 13. Delaware, relying on an opinion by Lord Mansfield, has ruled that this presumption is almost irrebuttable. See F. v. R., 420 A.2d 1075, 1077 n.2 (1981), quoting Goodnight v. Moss, 99 Eng. Rep. 1257 (1777). ("The law of England is clear that the declarations of a father or mother cannot be admitted to bastardize the issue born after marriage.") Many years earlier, Jewish law adopted a similar position. See M. ISHERLES, COMMENTS ON J. CARO, SHULCHAN ARUCH, EVEN HAZEN 4:29.
59. 68 Cal. 2d at 289, 437 P.2d at 501-02, 66 Cal. Rptr. at 13-14.
60. Id. at 109, 440 A.2d at 68.
62. Normally, consent of both parents is needed for adoption in New York. Id. at 31, 345 N.Y.S.2d at 431 (citing N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW § 111 (McKinney 1972)).
63. Id. at 105, 345 N.Y.S.2d at 434-35.
In re Baby Doe, the Supreme Court of South Carolina held that the husband's knowledge of and assistance in his wife's efforts to conceive through artificial insemination constituted consent to the procedure, thereby rendering the husband the legal father of the child with all legal responsibilities, including support. This case found the husband obligated to support the child notwithstanding the lack of written consent, in harmony with the New Jersey case of S. v. S. 69

The first case to rely exclusively on the estoppel argument, i.e., although the husband is not the real father, the law will treat him as such because he agreed to be so called, is the New York case of People v. Bennett. 70 The court ruled that in a divorce action, the wife was estopped from grounding her sole right to custody of her child on the fact that the child, being a product of artificial insemination, was not her husband's child. The court stated that she could not suddenly advance this position at the divorce stage having never mentioned it before. 68 The functioning of the couple as husband and wife and the implication that this child was their joint issue showed mutual consent to the parental nature of the relationship towards the child. 69

The case of Anonymous v. Anonymous 71 involved a situation in which a husband attempted to deny paternity of a child resulting from heterosexual artificial insemination. The court held that the husband had a duty to support such children as a direct result of the written agreement between the husband and the wife. The court also found that the husband's actions in aiding the artificial insemination, the wife's pregnancy, and the child's delivery, demonstrated the husband's specific consent, and that proof of this kind is almost irrebuttable. 71 Another example of this type of reasoning is State v. P., 72 in which the New York Appellate Division reversed a Supreme Court ruling ordering a blood test of the husband to determine paternity in the case of an artificial insemination. 73

The Appellate Division stated that ordering the test was an error since it had potential to bastardize the child without settling the issue of paternity, as it is possible that the legal father of the child is the husband notwithstanding the lack of genetic relationship. 74 Thus, ordering a blood test offended the state's public policy against bastardizing children. 75 Furthermore, in light of the artificial insemination of the woman by a doctor, even the husband's sterility would not disturb the legal obligation upon the husband to function as the father of the child. 76 Both parties were thus estopped from contesting the husband's paternity of the child.

Only one case ever found that children who are the product of consensual heterosexual artificial insemination are illegitimate. This case, Gursky v. Gursky, 77 found that the husband's consent estopped him from litigating the issue of his financial duty of support towards the children. However, vis-a-vis other aspects of legitimacy, such as inheritance or use of his last name, the child was not illegitimate. The Gursky court also strongly criticized a previous New York case, Strnad v. Strnad, 78 which claimed that children who are the product of heterosexual insemination are "adopted" informally by the husband. According to Strnad, the husband's obligation toward such a child is similar to his obligation toward any other adopted child. The Gursky court stated that this rationale is incorrect as there is no statutory creature called "informal adoption." 79 No adoption procedure takes place, and if such an adoption were to take place, a court decree would be required. 80 In artificial insemination cases, the Gursky court noted, no court consent is needed. 81 Many commentators have criticized the Gursky decision, arguing that it violated a judicial policy against the stigmatization of children through artificial insemination. 82

Thus, the status of the common law can be summarized in the following manner: it is close to unanimous that children resulting from heterosexual insemination are legitimate. Furthermore, all of the states that have commented on the issue have accepted that once a man consents to the artificial insemination of his wife, he is legally obligated to support the resulting children either through the theory of equitable estoppel, which prohibits the husband from litigating the paternity of a child resulting from heterosexual insemination to which he consented, or through the theory of adoption which states that the husband, by his consent, has formally or informally adopted the children.

Currently, twenty-eight states have passed statutes regulating artificial insemination by a donor. 83 While the length of these statutes range

---

66. 182 N.J. Super. 110, 440 A.2d 64 (1981); see supra notes 59-60 and accompanying text.
68. 15 Misc. 2d at 265, 184 N.Y.S.2d at 182.
69. Id.
70. 41 Misc. 2d 886, 246 N.Y.S.2d 835 (Sup. Ct. 1964).
71. Id.
73. Id. at 441, 457 N.Y.S.2d at 493.
74. Id. at 440-41, 457 N.Y.S.2d at 492.
75. Id.
from the very terse to the very long, the primary focus of all the legislation is the legitimization and support of the resulting children. Almost all of the statutes either explicitly or implicitly limit the procedure to married women. Many statutes require that the insemination be performed only by a licensed physician, and typically require the filing of consent and registration forms with the state. Confidentiality of these forms is protected. Many also explicitly deal with the inheritance rights of the child conceived through artificial insemination. Only one of these statutes imposes criminal sanctions for not following the statutory procedures. Most significantly, each statute explicitly assigns all paternal rights to the husband who consents to the artificial insemination of his wife.

A number of states have enacted a particular type of statute. It reads generally:

(1) If, under the supervision of a licensed physician and with the consent of her husband, a wife is inseminated artificially with semen donated by a man not her husband, the husband is treated in law as if he were the natural father of the child thereby conceived. The husband's consent must be in writing and signed by him and his wife. The physician shall certify their signatures and the date of the insemination and shall file the husband's consent with the department of health, where it shall be kept confidential and in a sealed file; however, the physician's failure to do so does not affect the father and child relationship. All papers and records pertaining to the insemination, whether part of the permanent record of a court or of a file held by the supervising physician or elsewhere, are subject to inspection only upon an order of the court for good cause shown.

(2) The donor of semen provided to a licensed physician for use in artificial insemination of a woman other than the donor's wife is treated in law as if he were not the natural father of a child thereby conceived.

This exact statutory language is in effect in eight states. On the other hand, not all statutes are as clear as this statutory scheme; the vaguest statute is found in Louisiana. It states: "The husband ... cannot disavow paternity of a child born as the result of artificial insemination of the

mother to which he consented." No court cases elaborate on this statute.

The second major issue in artificial insemination cases is the rights of the sperm donor. As shown above, the most common statutory regulation of sperm donation strips the sperm donor of any statutory rights to the resulting child. Only two American cases discuss the rights of a sperm donor. The first case, C.M. v. C.C., is an action brought by the donor of semen used by an unmarried woman to artificially inseminate herself. The artificial insemination was done privately, without the assistance of a physician. The donor requested that he be named the legal parent and be granted visitation rights to the child who was born as a result of the artificial insemination. The court ruled that the donor was the natural father of the child and entitled to visitation rights. This case did not involve a married woman. In such a case, the court would likely use a husband's consent as dispositive of legal paternity.

The second case, Jordan v. Mary K., also involves the informal donation of sperm to a woman without the presence of a physician. In an extensive opinion, a California court ruled that the statutory provisions of the Artificial Insemination Act only encompasses the donation of sperm to a licensed physician. In the case of private donation, the anonymity of the sperm donor is not protected, nor are his legal rights and duties as a father removed. The court also addressed a number of constitutional issues as they related to artificial insemination. The court ruled that the statutory distinctions between married and unmarried women are constitutional as there is a longstanding state policy to encourage a stable family environment. The court also noted that the vulnerability of sperm donors to paternity actions in the case of informal donation does not make such sperm donation illegal under the statute; it only strips the donor of certain legislatively granted protection from responsibilities that he is not. The court claimed that being named the father of one's own child is not a punishment. Furthermore, it strongly implied that a statutory scheme prohibiting private sperm donation would be unconstitutional.
Except for these two cases, no cases question the constitutionality of denying custody or paternity rights to sperm donors. This may be because sperm donors generally desire anonymity and do not wish to assume financial or emotional responsibility for the children that they father. Nor typically are the recipients of the donated sperm interested in tracing the genetic father. A concerted effort to attack the constitutional basis for the denial of paternity rights to one who is the genetic father would probably succeed when the donation is not done through a sperm bank. The Supreme Court has ruled numerous times that decisions relating to method and frequency of procreative, sexual, and marital activity have a very high constitutional value. A state must show a compelling state interest and be subject to the strictest of scrutiny before it can successfully regulate these activities. Although this issue was not discussed in C.M. v. C.C., it was probably a major factor in granting visitation to the sperm donor who deliberately donated to a particular woman in order to oversee the raising of the child.

In summation, Jewish law maintains that paternity is established irrevocably as belonging to the natural parent. In the typical case in which the same person is both the genetic and biological father, Jewish law mandates that such a person is the legal father. In the case of artificial insemination, where there is no biological father but only a genetic father, almost all courts maintain that Jewish law defaults to the principle of genetics to establish paternity. Furthermore, most of the commentators hold that in the absence of any intercourse there can be no illegitimacy. A significant minority of the commentators disagree and maintain that illegitimacy can be established through genetic relationships, absent intercourse.

In contrast, American law focuses on radically different values. Natural parenthood is just the starting point for determining who the father is. American law will look at such diverse factors as estoppel, best interests of the child, common law presumptions, and general principles of equity to establish fatherhood. Typically, in artificial insemination cases, when the donor does not claim parental rights, the law transfers them to the wife's husband as he is best suited to be the father.

According to Jewish law, paternity, like marriage, is irrevocably established as belonging to the natural parent. It is beyond the power of a court of law to rearrange the parent-child relationship to create a parental relationship which mirrors the custodial one. Although it is true, as shall be shown later, that certain rabbinically created institutions associated with parenthood are transferred when custody is transferred, all biblically mandated duties, rights, obligations, and prohibitions of motherhood are uniquely the natural mother's and cannot be diminished by the transfer of custody. Thus, in the "normal" situation, when a woman provides the ovum and also carries the child to term, that woman is the mother according to Jewish law.

Some controversy is starting to brew on the issue of "surrogate motherhood," although the phrase refers to a different type of case in the Jewish periodicals. There are four different kinds of surrogate or host
motherhoods. The first type is that of the now famous Baby M case. This occurs when a woman provides the ovum and her uterus to carry the fetus to term. The father provides his sperm. The result is a child conceived through artificial insemination. The father and his wife agree to raise the child as their own, and the mother agrees to waive her custody rights in favor of the sperm provider and his wife. The "surrogate" mother is the genetic mother as well as the person in whom ovulation, conception, pregnancy, and birth occur.

A second type of case involves the donation of an ovary to a woman whose ovaries are not functioning. In this case, the child conceived from such a donation is genetically related to the donor, but is the product of ovulation, conception, pregnancy, and birth from the surrogate mother. A third case occurs when a single egg is removed from the genetic mother and implanted in the surrogate mother. Conception then occurs in the surrogate mother, or, more likely, in a test tube. Although ovulation occurs in the genetic mother, the surrogate mother again carries the child to term and gives birth to it. A fourth type of case is that of a fetal transplant. The genetic mother's ovum is naturally fertilized. The fetus is then transferred into the surrogate mother's uterus. The surrogate mother carries the child to term. The child is genetically identical to its genetic mother.

According to Jewish law, there is no doubt that in a Baby M type case, where the mother is both the genetic and biological mother, she is also the legal mother. Furthermore, the sperm provider is the legal father. This situation is no different from an artificial insemination case; it is mislabeled a "surrogate" case because of a later agreement to transfer custody, which Jewish law maintains does not affect the law's choice of who is the mother. Thus, while it is possible that the father would be granted custody in such a case, the mother, and not the wife with whom he conceived, have the legal duties of a parent; these duties, while delegable, are never totally alienable from a natural parent. They revert back to her if the delegatee does not fulfill them. The sperm donor's wife, if she was to raise the child, would have the status of adopted mother, with all of the attendant privileges and obligations.
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The Shulchan Aruch leaves this dispute unresolved, and mandates that we should conduct ourselves in accordance with whichever is the stricter opinion, depending on the factual scenario.

The third proof comes from the laws of orla. According to Jewish law, it is not permissible to use the fruit growing on a newly planted fruit tree during the first three years of the tree’s life. Although there is considerable talmudic debate on the topic, all decisors agree that a graft from a tree which is six years old and not obligated in orla, onto another tree two years old and obligated in orla, legally makes the grafted branch part of the two year old tree. This is true even though the branches are still growing fruit of the old tree and genetically unrelated to the host.

Discussions of the last three types of host motherhood have generated a considerable amount of literature among the current periodicals of Jewish law. When the topic was first raised, one of the primary sources discussed was a Midrash. The Midrash was quoted by the biblical commentary Targum Yonatan ben Uziel on Genesis 29:22, where Dina, Jacob’s eleven child, was born. While commenting on this verse, Targum Yonatan states that originally Dina was conceived in Rachel’s womb, but that God transferred her after conception to Leah’s, so that Rachel could give birth to Joseph. Yet, the Bible still unquestionably considers the woman who gives birth to the child as the mother. Many of the early discussions of this subject focus on this Midrash and its other variant readings.

Although initially this Midrash appears to be dispositive on the issue, it actually suffers from a fatal flaw - it is a midrash. Many commentators object to the deciding of practical legal questions from Aggadic non-talmudic sources. These objections are particularly forceful when the Aggadic material is of a non-talmudic origin. This is especially true on a topic such as this one, where the Talmud is replete with discussions of similar topics. Two other problems exist in reference to this particular Midrash: first, it is quoted in the Talmud in a form which does not mention surrogate motherhood, which seems to indicate that the Targum Yonatan’s version is not accurate. Furthermore, this text appears for the first time in the Targum Yonatan, whose authorship is unknown. As more scholarship is generated on the topic of surrogate motherhood, it is unlikely that this Midrash will be dispositive, or even significant, in the ultimate decision of the law.

A number of talmudic sources have been cited as relevant to the issue of surrogate motherhood. The first such piece is located in Yevamot 97b:

Twin brothers who were converts, or similarly, emancipated slaves, may neither participate in chalitta or a levirate marriage; nor are they punishable for marrying their brother’s wife. If, however, they were not conceived in holiness but were born into holiness they may neither participate in chalitta nor a levirate marriage and are guilty of a punishable offense if they marry their brother’s wife.

Rashi, commenting on the final words of this talmudic passage, states that the two brothers are prohibited from marrying each other’s wives since they were born to the same Jewish mother and thus, are related to each other as half brothers, i.e., they have a legally recognized mother in common. It is critically important to realize that the law only recognizes the mother as such because she gave birth to these children; her genetic relationship with the children has been legally severed by her conversion — as is the case of any convert who, upon conversion, loses all previously established genetic relationships.
the Talmud legally recognizes "motherhood" as being established solely because of parturition and birth. Rashi sharpens this point by explaining that these children are Jewish because "this woman is like any other Jew-

ish woman who gives birth." 138 The analogy between the talmudic passages dealing with conversion and those dealing with surrogate moth-
erhood indicates that Jewish law determines motherhood based upon birth, at least when conception is legally insignificant, which in a surro-
gate motherhood case would be when conception occurs in a test tube.

An equally significant proof that birth dispositively determines moth-
erhood can be deduced from a number of other texts dealing with con-
verts and conversion. The Talmud states: 139 "Rava says: If a pregnant
tentile converts, when her child is born it does not need a conversion [literally immersion]." The Talmud also states: 140 "A pregnant Gentile who converts...[and has a first born son] this child has the status of a first born vis-a-vis the laws of the first-born [literally the priest] 141 but not vis-a-vis any inheritance." There is a significant dispute among the com-
mentators as to the reasons why such a child is born Jewish and does not require conversion. Most commentators adopt the intuitive explanation that the child is Jewish because it is born from a Jewish mother. 142 Furthermore, they claim that this statement of Rava is accepted by both sides of the dispute over whether or not a fetus is part of the mother. 143 Thus, they claim the child is Jewish because at the time of birth its mother was Jewish, and not because it itself underwent a separate con-
version. This is in harmony with the previous text quoted which also argues for birth as the key time in establishing motherhood when conception is not legally significant.

Nachmanides understands this talmudic section in a different way. He claims that the child is only Jewish because it, itself, underwent an immersion when its mother was immersed. 144 This immersion converted both the fetus and its mother. Furthermore, Nachmanides claims that this whole talmudic piece only follows the opinion that a fetus is never legally part of the mother. 145 Finally, Nachmanides advances one other novel idea: normally conversion requires first circumcision and then immersion in a mikva (ritual bath); Nachmanides claims that if the order is inverted, the conversion is still valid. 146 This final point of Nachma-
nides is the focal point upon which he is attacked. Many commentators disagree with this point and try to prove that an immersion before cir-

cumcision is not valid. 147 Thus, they disagree by implication with his whole analysis of this talmudic piece.

This author believes that this dispute is significant in establishing whether Jewish law considers birth as critical for motherhood. If one accepts the position of Nachmanides' opponents, then it follows that birth is definitive in establishing motherhood when conception is legally insignificant. According to these authorities, the birth mother is one's true parent. If one accepts the Nachmanides position, then birth is less significant than conception or even genetic relationships — they are Jew-

ish because they converted. On the contrary, according to Nachmanides, either conception or genetics fixes motherhood. 148 Rabbi Chaim Ozer Grodzinski, in his responsa, also understands the dispute in this man-

ner. 149 He states that Nachmanides seems to be of the opinion that con-
ception is the critical time — and birth only relates back to conception.

Thus, in the Beit Yosef, Rabbi Caro quotes Nachmanides as being authoritative, 150 he does not do so in his work intended to codify the law, the Shulchan Aruch. Rabbi Isserles (Rema), however, does quote Nachmanides' view, and says that "an immersion done before a circum-


138. Rashi, commenting on Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot 97b (starting with the words elu ha'da'am).
139. Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot 78a.
140. Babylonian Talmud, Beshorot 46a.
141. He must be redeemed for five silver (100 gm.) of silver. See Numbers 18:15-16.
142. See supra text accompanying notes 113-16. It follows from this that being a Jewish mother at the time of birth makes the child Jewish then the mother who makes the fetus Jewish is also its mother with respect to all the other significant aspects of motherhood.
143. See Tosafot, commenting on Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot 78a (starting with the words elu ha'da'amer).
144. Nachmanides is quoted in Y. Harbi, Nimiuky Yosef, commenting on Rashi Yitzchak Alfasi (RIJ), Yevamot 16a. He is also quoted in Shulchan Aruch (Nach). commenting on Yevamot 47b-48a.
145. Nachmanides can only be correct if the fetus is a legally independent entity. See Ellinson, The Fetus in Jewish Law, 66 Sinai 20, 28 (1970).
146. See Nachmanides, supra note 144.
147. See Y. Harbi, supra note 144, in the name of the Rabbi Aharon HaLevi (R'alib). See also S. Meir HaCohen, Sefita Cohen (Shach), commenting on J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh Deah 268:2.
148. Not surprisingly, this is in harmony with the position of Nachmanides advanced in his commentary on the Bible, see supra text accompanying notes 31-41.
149. See C. Grodzinski, 2 She'elot U'Teshuvot Acheizer 29b; see also 4 She'elot U'Teshuvot Acheizer 44.
150. J. Caro, Beit Yosef, commenting on Jacob ben Asher, Tur, Yoreh Deah 268; see also M. Isserles, Dankei Moshe, commenting on id.
151. See M. Isserles (Rema), commenting on J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh Deah 268:1.
152. Sefita Cohen (Shach), supra note 147, commenting on id.
153. Eliyahu of Vilna, Beurei Halegra, commenting on id. at n. 5.
the Talmud legally recognizes “motherhood” as being established solely because of parturition and birth. Rashi sharpens this point by explaining that these children are Jewish because “this woman is like any other Jewish woman who gives birth.” The analogy between the talmudic passages dealing with conversion and those dealing with surrogate motherhood indicates that Jewish law determines motherhood based upon birth, at least when conception is legally insignificant, which in a surrogate motherhood case would be when conception occurs in a test tube.

An equally significant proof that birth dispositively determines motherhood can be deduced from a number of other texts dealing with converts and conversion. The Talmud states: Rava says: If a pregnant gentile converts, when her child is born it does not need a conversion [literally immersion]. The Talmud also states: A pregnant gentle who converts...and has a first born son this child has the status of a first born vis-a-vis the laws of the first-born [literally the priest] but not vis-a-vis any inheritance. There is a significant dispute among the commentators as to the reasons why such a child is born Jewish and does not require conversion. Most commentators adopt the intuitive explanation that the child is Jewish because it is born from a Jewish mother. Furthermore, they claim that this statement of Ravah is accepted by both sides of the dispute over whether or not a fetus is part of the mother. Thus, they claim the child is Jewish because at the time of birth its mother was Jewish, and not because it itself underwent a separate conversion. This is in harmony with the previous text quoted which also argues for birth as the key time in establishing motherhood when conception is not legally significant.

Nachmanides understands this talmudic section in a different way. He claims that the child is only Jewish because it, itself, underwent an immersion when its mother was immersed. This immersion converted both the fetus and its mother. Furthermore, Nachmanides claims that this whole talmudic piece only follows the opinion that a fetus is never legally part of the mother. Finally, Nachmanides advances one other
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139. Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot 78a.
140. Babylonian Talmud, Bechorot 46a.
141. He must be redeemed for five shekels (100 gm.) of silver. See Numbers 18:15-16.
142. See supra text accompanying notes 113-14. It follows from this that if having a Jewish mother at the time of birth makes the child Jewish then the mother who makes the child Jewish is also its mother with respect to all the other significant aspects of motherhood.
143. See Tosafot, commenting on Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot 78a (starting with the words ela ha’adam).
144. Nachmanides is quoted in Y. Habil, Nimukei Yosef, commenting on Rabbi Yitzchak Alfasi (RFJ), Yevamot 16a. He is also quoted in Shulma Ben Adret (Rashi), commenting on Yevamot 47b-48a.
145. Nachmanides can only be correct if the fetus is a legally independent entity. See Ellison, The Fetuses in Jewish Law, 66 Sinai 20, 28 (1970).
This author believes that the law is, in fact, codified contrary to the position of Nachmanides on the issue of establishing maternity, even if one part of his argument, on inverted order in conversion, is possibly accepted. Nachmanides' stance on maternity can only be accepted by those authorities who also maintain that a fetus is never legally part of its mother (ubhar lav perech imo), which excludes many decision-makers. Furthermore, many decision-makers disagree with his position on inverting the order of conversion. Thus, the following commentators clearly disagree with one part of his argument, on inverted order in conversion, is possibly Rabbi those authorities who also maintain that a fetus is never legally part of its mother, is born and no reimplantation in another womb can change who its mother is — since motherhood is fixed at the time of birth and the baby was born upon removal from the womb. According to this analysis, when ovulation, conception, and birth (removal from the womb) all occur in one person, that one person is the mother and reimplantation or rebirth in another does not create a new mother. Thus, according to Rabbi Bick's analysis, a woman who after conception transfers her fetus to another to carry the fetus to term remains the mother of the resulting child, notwithstanding the fact that the child was carried in another womb.

One important limitation must be placed on this theory's application. The fetus, in order to be considered "born" must be removed from its human mother at least forty days following conception. Before day forty it is considered "mere water" and is not even considered a fetus. Even if one did not accept the forty day rule as applying in this context, Rabbi Bick's rule would still not apply until implantation (day 7) at the very earliest. Thus, three rules can be deduced to determine the mother in surrogacy or host motherhood cases:

1) If conception occurs in a woman's body, removal of the fetus after implantation (and, according to most authorities, after 40 days) does not change the identity of the mother according to Jewish law. The mother would be fixed at the time of removal from the womb and would be the woman in whom conception occurred.

2) Children conceived in a test tube and implanted in a host carrier are the legal children of the woman who gave birth to them since parturition and birth occurred in that woman, and conception is not legally significant since it occurred in no woman's body.

---

155. MAIMONIDES, Mishneh Torah, Sefer Kesuvot, Hilchos Shechah 12:10.
156. MAIMONIDES, Mishneh Torah, Sefer Kesuvot, Hilchos Shechah 12:10.
157. ASHER BEN YECHIEL (Rosh), commenting on Babylonian Talmud, Baba Kamma 5:2.
158. SHLOMO BEN ADRET (RASHBA), 1 Responsum 1240. See also E. Wasserman, COLLECTED COMMENTS ON YEVANAM & RESPOANS OF RASHBA 39, response n.4.
159. Tosafot, commenting on Yevanam 78a (starting with the word ella); Sanhedrin 10b (stating that it is the word ella). See also E. Wasserman, COLLECTED COMMENTS ON YEVANAM & RESPOANS OF RASHBA 39, response n.4.
160. Y.T. Alashrei (RITVA), commenting on Babylonian Talmud, Yevanam 78a.
161. J. HARBHA, NEMUEKI YORE, commenting on RABBI ALFASI (RIF), Yevanam 16a.
162. Quoted in id.
163. Another source supporting the position that Jewish law recognizes the host mother as the legal mother in the statement by the Talmud and Rashi in Babylonian Talmud, Megillah 13a. The Talmud states that Esther's mother died at birth, according to Rashi, the earliest time that motherhood could be fixed. This added proof indicates that in Jewish law, birth is at least as important as genetics. Arguably this source is not dispositive for two reasons. First, the Talmud is analyzing the issues in a non-legal manner, but rather in a midrashic one. Second, even if the Talmud is referring to parenthood in a legal sense, it might be referring to it in the sense of the obligation to care for the child and not in terms of technical "motherhood."
164. BABYLONIAN TALMUD, Chullin 70a. According to the law of first born this kind of discharge normally excuses the next child born from the rules of first born. J. CARO, SHULCHIAN ARUCH, Yoreh Deah 305:22-23.
165. MAIMONIDES, Mishneh Torah, Sefer Kesuvot, Hilchos Bechorot 6:18.
166. MAIMONIDES, Mishneh Torah, Sefer Kesuvot, Hilchos Bechorot 6:18.
168. BABYLONIAN TALMUD, Nidah 30a.
169. A number of authorities understood the forty day rule differently; See generally J.D. BLEICH, 1 CONTEMP. HALACHIC PROBLEMS 339-47 (1977).
3) Children conceived in a woman who had an ovarian transplant are the legal children of the woman who bore them.171

**B. American Law**

Although surrogate motherhood is a topic which has generated much interest in the legal,172 as well as non-legal, literature, only five173 court opinions have been issued evaluating the appropriate legal response to the institution of surrogate motherhood. Besides the now famous Baby M case in New Jersey, three other courts have issued published opinions concerning surrogate motherhood. These five opinions contain widely divergent views on the legal issues relating to surrogate motherhood in the United States.

The first opinion, *Doe v. Kelley*,174 issued in 1981, discusses a state's law on inheritance for the first born do not change, however, since they are dependent on the first born of the father and not the mother. See id. at 277.11.13


173. Actually, there are six. The Idaho Supreme Court, in the case of *Petition of Steve B.D.*, 723 P.2d 829, 111 Idaho 285 (1986), incidentally discussed the law of surrogate motherhood. While it could have been quite central to the case, as the facts of the case were almost identical to the Baby M case, the court was sidetracked into a dispute over the standard used to determine custody generally. The majority used this case as a vehicle for overruling the case of *In re Anderson*, 599 P.2d 957, 99 Idaho 635 (1979), which established the right of a parent generally to withdraw consent to giving up a child for adoption. The majority overruled Anderson, and established that consent to adoption is irrevocable. The court simply ignored the fact that this case involved surrogate motherhood, and decided it as would any adoption case. Thus, at least in dicta, the court ruled in accordance with the Michigan case discussed above, see infra text accompanying notes 174-97, that adoption is the appropriate model in surrogate motherhood cases.


178. 106 Mich. App. at 173-74, 307 N.W.2d at 441. 179. Id.

180. Id. The court noted that it is likely that the conclusion of economic gain functionally prevents such conduct from ever being done. See generally *Posner, The Regulation of the Market in Adoptions*, 67 B.U. L. Rev. 59 (1987).

181. 704 S.W.2d 209 (Ky. 1985).
a transfer of custody. 182

The court stated that it believed that the Kentucky legislature had not intended to prohibit commercial payment in surrogate motherhood contracts in the same manner that they prohibited commercial transactions in adoption.183 The court did note that various protections of the adoption law do apply to surrogate motherhood; for example, the surrogate mother is free to change her mind after she signs the contract and refuses to surrender the baby.184 Nonetheless, the legislature did not intend to totally prohibit the payment of money as an inducement to the waiver of custody in surrogate motherhood cases, as it did in adoption cases.185 This is because in surrogate motherhood cases, the undisputed legal father is the one petitioning the court, rather than a third party who has no apparent interest in the child.186 However, the Kentucky Supreme Court did note that the legislature had the power to regulate surrogate motherhood if it so wished.187

Two judges dissented from this opinion. The first dissent, by Justice Vance, focused on the technical statutory interpretation of the Kentucky adoption statutes. It attempted to demonstrate that the Kentucky legislature intended to regulate surrogate motherhood when it regulated adoption. 188 The second, by Justice Wintersheimer, was more policy oriented, claiming that it was repugnant to the morals of the state to allow payment to a woman in return for the waiver of her custody rights. He stated:

The attractiveness of assistance to childless couples should not be a cosmetic facade for unnecessary tampering with human procreation. Animals are reproduced; human beings are procreated. The procedure endorsed by the majority is nothing more than a commercial transaction in which a surrogate mother receives money in exchange for terminating her natural and biological rights in the child. 189

He further stated that although he is sympathetic to the plight of infertile couples, it seems no worse than that of couples who wish to adopt.190 The policy against allowing payment for adoption of children should also prohibit payment to a surrogate mother in return for her transfer of custody rights.191

The third case to consider the issue of surrogate motherhood is the 1986 New York case, In The Matter of the Adoption of Baby Girl L.J. 192 This case involved a child born to a woman artificially inseminated by a donor who wished to have custody of the child and have his spouse adopt the child. The court discussed two distinct issues. The first concerned the appropriateness of granting custody to the biological father and his wife, rather than the surrogate mother. The second concerned the payment of fees in such a situation.193 The court stated that, when deciding issues of custody, it should be based solely on the best interests of the child.194 The court concluded that on the facts of the case, which were not described, it was appropriate to grant complete custody to the biological father and his wife rather than the surrogate mother.195 It granted this adoption without any visitation rights to the surrogate mother.196

The court noted that it would be improper to decide the custody issue here in any manner other than the "best interest of the child,"197 in order to discourage future surrogate motherhood transactions. Such an action penalizes the one child in front of the court for the benefit of society as a whole. The surrogate court thought the issue was beyond its jurisdiction and that it was statutorily limited to a best interest of the child analysis.198

The court then discussed whether it should permit payment to the surrogate mother.199 It noted that in New York it is a misdemeanor to violate any of New York's adoption statutes,200 and that it is also illegal to transfer or accept compensation in connection with the placing of a child for adoption or to assist, for a fee, a parent, relative or guardian of a child arranging for adoption.201 After reviewing the Michigan and Kentucky cases discussed above, the court stated that the New York statute most closely resembled the Kentucky statute.202 The court agreed with the Kentucky Supreme Court that the legislature did not intend to regulate surrogate motherhood in the same manner that it regulated adoption. It stated:

However, this court, in spite of its strong reservations about these arrangements both on moral and ethical grounds, is inclined to follow the majority opinion [of the Kentucky Supreme Court] by finding that biomedical science has advanced man into a new era of genetics which
was not contemplated by either the Kentucky legislature nor by the New York legislature when it enacted [its adoption laws] prohibiting payments in connection with an adoption. 203

Thus, the New York court ruled that surrogate motherhood contracts are enforceable in New York to the extent that they provide for monetary payment to one of the parties.

Most recently, there were the two New Jersey opinions of In re Baby M. 204 In this case, a father and his wife brought suit to enforce the provisions of the surrogate parenting agreement between the parties which mandated that the surrogate mother transfer custody of the resulting child she bore—an act which the mother refused to do. Plaintiffs sought to compel the surrender of the infant, to restrain any interference with their custody, and to terminate the surrogate mother’s parental rights. The New Jersey Superior Court, in an extremely long, factually detailed opinion, decided the case on grounds radically different from the previous three opinions. It stated that the adoption laws have no bearing on the issue of surrogate motherhood, because the New Jersey legislature did not intend to regulate surrogate motherhood. 205 The court maintained that the only legally significant item in the dispute was the contract signed between the two parties which it found to be a valid contract. 206

The second section of the opinion dealt with a constitutional analysis of one’s right to privacy as well as to have children. The court noted that while there was a constitutional right to conceive, both through coital and non-coital means, contracts between private parties limiting such rights are constitutional even absent a compelling state interest. 207 However, within the scope of the constitutional protection are certain rights, beyond which the legislature cannot regulate, absent a compelling inter-

203. 132 Misc. 2d at 978, 505 N.Y.S.2d at 817-18.


205. Id. at 372-73, 525 A.2d at 1157.

206. The court then analyzed this contract in classical contract law terms. It stated that the contract was not a contract of adhesion, as it was negotiable in the full sense of the word, and it was willfully signed with consideration. Id. at 376, 525 A.2d at 1159. The court also disagreed with the defendant’s contention that the contract was unconscionable. Id. at 376-77, 525 A.2d at 1159-60. It also disagreed with the surrogate mother’s contention that the contract price of $10,000 was statutorily too low and would always be unconscionable. The court stated that inequity, unless it is of gross magnitude, does not make contracts unconscionable. Id. at 377-78, 525 A.2d at 1160. It further disagreed with the surrogate mother’s position that the contract should not be enforced because she did not have an attorney at the time of contract. Id. at 378, 525 A.2d at 1160. The court ruled that it has been widely accepted that “any person that possesses legal capacity may be bound by a contract even when it is entered without representation unless there is fraud, overreaching or undue influence which causes the party to enter the contract.” Id. at 378, 525 A.2d at 1160. The court then noted that the surrogate mother had legal capacity to contract, and that there was no evidence of fraud on the part of the father. Id. at 378-83, 525 A.2d at 1160-63.

207. Id. at 386, 525 A.2d at 1164.

208. Id. at 387, 525 A.2d at 1165.

209. Id. at 388-89, 525 A.2d at 1166. The court discussed the appropriate remedy for this breach of contract. After noting that monetary damages were inappropriate and discussing in detail every other possible compensation to the plaintiff, the court decided that the most equitable award to the plaintiff was custody of the child.


211. Id.

212. And perhaps criminal. Id. See N.J. STAT. ANN. § 9:3-54 (West 1963). The court explicitly rejected the categorization of the payments in the contract as a payment for services by noting that payment was reduced to a tenth the agreed upon price if the child was stillborn.

213. Id.

214. Id.
simply a continuation of the right to procreate. "The custody, care, companionship, and nurturing that follow birth are not parts of the right to procreation; they are rights that may also be constitutionally protected, but that involve many considerations other than the right of procreation," and these rights are adequately protected by the general rules of custody of the state of New Jersey. Thus, the New Jersey Supreme Court opted for the adoption/custody model of surrogate motherhood — totally rejecting the model created by the lower court. In New Jersey, surrogacy contracts are not enforceable, and contracts for payment are arguably criminal. The Court specifically approved of voluntary surrogacy arrangements with no financial remuneration.

Thus, three different types of analysis have been used in surrogate motherhood cases in the United States. The first type of analysis maintains that adoption legislation is the appropriate model for evaluating surrogacy agreements and that in the absence of specific legislation regulating surrogate motherhood, the courts should apply adoption law as needed. The second denies this; rather it maintains that only key concepts should be incorporated from adoption in order to prevent manifest injustice. Finally, the Superior Court opinion in the Baby M case decided surrogate motherhood issues based on contract law rules and denied that adoption law has any validity in the rules of surrogate motherhood.

C. Comparison and Summary

American law is still in its infancy in analyzing the multiple issues related to surrogate motherhood. Although medical technology has already advanced to the point of ovum transplants, American law is still confronting the "easy" case of the first type of surrogacy — where the surrogate mother is also the genetic mother. The "hard" cases, where the identity of the natural mother is in doubt, have not even been considered. Presumably, as the legal issues are further fleshed out, various legislatures will more closely scrutinize surrogacy, and choose to directly regulate it; this will remove the major issue currently under debate, which is whether surrogacy is analogous to adoption. This author thinks it is likely that legislatures will choose to apply most of the abuse-protecting rules of adoption to surrogacy, perhaps even extending them to discouraging private surrogacy agreements.

215. Id.

216. The court in its final two sections focused on the factual issue of custody and visitation in the narrow case at bar. It granted Mr. Stern joint temporary custody and gave Mrs. Whitehead visitation rights. The case was remanded to determine permanent visitation rights and to work out a permanent custody arrangement. Id.

217. Id. However, even in such contracts, custody can not be involuntarily transferred.


IV. ADOPTION AND ESTABLISHING PARENTAL STATUS

A. Jewish Law

Although the institution of adoption, through its widespread use in Roman law, was well known in talmudic times, the codifiers of Jewish law denied that Jewish law recognized an institution of "adoption." Rather, they created the institution which they called "One Who Raises Another's Child." Unlike either Roman law or current adoption law, this institution does not change the legal parents of the person whose custody has changed. A person who raises another's child is an agent of the natural parent; and like any agency rule in Jewish law, if the agent fails to accomplish the task delegated, the obligation reverts to the principal. Thus, the biblical obligations, duties and prohibitions of parenthood will apply between the natural parents and the child whose custody they no longer have.

Conversely, one who raises another's child does not assume the biblical prohibitions associated with having a child of one's own. For example, regardless of who is currently raising the child, it is never permitted for a natural parent to marry his or her child; on the other hand, the assumption of custody cannot raise to a biblical level the prohibition of incest between a parent and the adopted child. Furthermore, the Talmud explicitly discusses whether or not adopted children raised in the same home may marry each other, and concludes that such marriages are permitted. One medieval authority, Rabbi Judah of Regensburg,
decreed that such marriages not be performed.\textsuperscript{226} This decree has not been generally accepted.\textsuperscript{227} Although legally permitted, few such marriages are actually performed.

On the other hand, certain non-biblical aspects of parenthood created by the rabbis have been connected to custody rather than parenthood. For example, in talmudic times it was decreed that the possessed, earnings, and findings of a minor child belong to his father.\textsuperscript{228} Although the wording of the Talmud refers only to a father, it is clear from later discussions that this law applies to anyone who supports the child, i.e., adopting parents.\textsuperscript{229} The reason for the rabbinic decree is that it was equitable that one who supports a child should get the earnings of that child.\textsuperscript{230} Thus, a financially independent minor does not transfer his income to his parents.\textsuperscript{231} Similarly, the earnings of an adopted child go to his adopted parents since the rationale for the decree applies equally well to adopted and biological children.\textsuperscript{232}

Other examples of adopted parents being treated as natural parents can be found in the area of ritual law. For example, while the rabbis prohibited two unrelated unmarried people of the opposite sex from roaming together alone, (in Hebrew, the laws of yichud);\textsuperscript{233} it is argued that these rules do not apply in the adoption scenario. Although some commentators disagree,\textsuperscript{234} most maintain that it is permissible for an adopted child to room and live with his adopted family and notwithstanding the prima facie violations of the prohibition of isolation.\textsuperscript{235} As one commentator noted, without this lenient rule, the institution of raising another’s child would disappear.\textsuperscript{236} Another example of a change in the ritual law due to the adoption of a child, is the lack of obligation to recite the mourner’s prayer (kaddish) upon the death of one’s natural parents, and the incumbent obligation to mourn upon the death of one’s adopted parents.\textsuperscript{237} This is so because the institution of mourning as we know it is totally rabbinic in nature.\textsuperscript{238} Numerous other examples exist of rabbinic institutions that are not strictly applied in the context of raising another’s child since Jewish law would like to encourage this activity.\textsuperscript{239}

Notwithstanding the high praise the law showers on a person who raises another’s child,\textsuperscript{240} it is critical to realize that the institution of “adoption” in Jewish law is radically different from the adoption law of American jurisdictions. In Jewish law adoption operates on an agency theory. The natural parents are always the parents; the adopted parents never are. While a number of incidental areas of parental rights are associated with custody and not natural parenthood, they are the exception and not the law. In the main, Jewish law focuses entirely on natural relationships to establish parental rights and duties.

B. American Law

Although it is commonly thought that adoption is a relatively recent phenomenon, it is not so. Adoption was recognized in the Babylonian Code of Hamurabi\textsuperscript{241} four thousand years ago, and was regulated in the ancient Greek, Egyptian, and Roman civilizations.\textsuperscript{242} It is true, however, that the main purpose of adoption has shifted dramatically from the ancient goal of insuring the continuity of a family lines to the current goal of providing complete family lives to both orphaned children and childless couples. Nonetheless, the institution of adoption, complete with its problems, is ancient.

On a more recent historical level, adoption in the United States is one of the few areas of the law where common law had no influence, as English common law rejected in toto the institution of adoption.\textsuperscript{243} The first public adoption statute in America was enacted in 1851 in Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{244} This statute rendered what had previously been private, at common law, public policy.

\textsuperscript{226} Sefar Ha’Chasidim, supra note 43, comm. 29. See also Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 43b.

\textsuperscript{227} See M. Sofer, Responsa 2, Yoreh Deah 125.

\textsuperscript{228} Babylonian Talmud, Berachot 12c.

\textsuperscript{229} J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mishpat 370.2.

\textsuperscript{230} J. Falk, Meirat Einaim, commenting on id.

\textsuperscript{231} J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh Deah 370.2.

\textsuperscript{232} Id. at 370.2; Z. Meidan, Biyer Hayyim, commenting on id. at § 4.

\textsuperscript{233} J. Caro, Shulchan Aruch, Even Ha’ezer 22.2. According to one commentator, this rabbinic prohibition even included the roaming together of a married woman with a man not her husband. See Maamonides, Mishneh Torah, Sefar Kedusha, Hilchot Issurai Ishah 22.2.

\textsuperscript{234} M.M. Sineerison, 4 Zichron Avos at Yitzchak 33-37. For a complete list of those authorities agreeing with this position, see Berzon, Contemporary Issues in the Laws of Yichud, 13 J. of Halacha & Contemp. Soc’y 77, 108 (1986).

\textsuperscript{235} This, for example, occurs when a couple adopts a boy, and the boy’s adopted father later dies, leaving the adopted child living alone with a woman not his natural mother.

\textsuperscript{236} See E. Waldenberg, 6 Tzitz Eliyzer, at 40.21; C.D. Halevi, Asur Lecha Rav 194-201. Rabbi Joseph D. Soloveitchik has also been quoted as permitting this. See Schaefer, Family Aspects of Adoption, 4 J. of Halacha & Contemp. Soc’y 93, 96 (1982). Rabbi Feinstein has also commented on this issue, see M. Feinstein, Igrot Moshe, 4 Even Ha’ezer 64.2.

\textsuperscript{237} 6 Tzitz Eliyzer, supra note 15, at 226-28.
unsupervised adoptions into judicially regulated transfers of custody. Before the passage of the Massachusetts Act, adoption had been a "private legal act, like a conveyance of real estate or a commercial contractual transaction." However, even before the Massachusetts statute was passed, most states systematically recognized adoption as valid grounds for a petition to change one's name as well as one's family associations. Thus, adoption law in America from its legal inception rejected Jewish law's analysis of adoption as a type of agency, and accepted the Roman model of the legal change in the parenthood of the child. As with Roman law, such a change was apparently total and complete, virtually stripping the child of his prior identity.

Between 1860 and the end of World War II, all states passed adoption and child welfare acts which closely scrutinized requests for adoption. Typically, there were five requirements necessary to adopt. The first was the consent of the birth parent or guardian. This was done in order to insure that parental ties were not broken improperly or due to duress. The second was that a social study or investigation be conducted by the court or the adoption agency to determine if the adoptive parents would provide a suitable environment for the child. The third requirement was a trial period in the adoptive home under court or agency supervision. The fourth was that the court issued a final decree establishing that the adoptive parents had adopted the child. The fifth was a right to procedural due process when stripping a parent of his or her parental rights.

In the last thirty years major changes have occurred in adoption law in the various states. One of the most significant changes has been the realization that adoption, like many other areas of law, takes place in an adversarial proceeding. This scenario can pit the parents putting the child up for adoption against the parents who would like to adopt the child. This is well reflected in the American Bar Association's Family Law formal statement in 1964 acknowledging that it was unethical for an attorney to represent both the adopting and relinquishing parents in an adoption case, just as it was unethical for an attorney to represent both sides in any other dispute. This conflict of interest was well noted by one commentator who stated that the adoption laws have been torn asunder because they reflect a need to "promote the best interest of adoptive children on one hand and to protect the rights of their natural and adoptive parents on the other hand."

This tension between the newly perceived rights of the parent and the previously well established attempts to model adoption laws only after the best interests of the child, has changed adoption law. From its earlier model of attempting to recreate a new family unit for an adopted child, one in which the child could not determine if he was adopted, and one in which the law prescribed all parental rights to his adoptive parents, it metamorphosed into a system of balancing rights between the various parties in an adoption — almost insuring that a child is at least aware of the fact that he is adopted.

The United States Supreme Court in Stanley v. Illinois added constitutional impetus to the modernization of adoption law by recognizing a right to procedural due process when stripping a parent of his or her parental rights. Until this case, it was assumed that the father of an illegitimate child had no legal rights towards that child and could not contest the mother's placing of the child up for adoption. Nor was it clear until this case that any parent giving up a child was entitled to constitutional protections. In Stanley, the Supreme Court recognized the due process of the unwed father and, by implication, all other parents. Immediately after Stanley, nearly half of the states changed their adoption laws to reflect the new rights of the parents. Other states took a broader view of Stanley, establishing that the unwed mother and father enjoy equal rights just as a married couple. Stanley provided yet another impetus for the opening up of adoption law and moving away from the highly secretive model of the last one hundred years. By mandating court hearings and simple due process, the highly secretive adoptions of yesteryear became an impracticality.

adoption records - an issue which goes to the very heart of the current American approach to adoption.258 If adoption records cannot or should not be sealed, then it is beyond the state’s power to create an adoption system which effectively mimics the creation of a new parental unit, since the children will become aware of the fact that they have biological parents separate from their adoptive parents. Historically, almost all states sealed adoption records and provided virtually no access.259 The original birth records are sealed, and if, by coincidence, the adopted child was to meet and marry a natural sibling, the state would permit such a marriage since there is no legal relationship with his natural family.

The “right to know” controversy has resulted in a number of states granting adoptees (upon attaining their majority) access to all the information collected.260 Once children have a right to know who their natural parents are, the adoption law must reflect the dichotomous relationship between one’s natural parents and one’s adoptive parents.261 These tensions have not yet been resolved in American law. Most states still ascribe to adoption law the ability to totally recreate maternal and paternal relationships notwithstanding the knowledge of one’s biological parents. Along with their ability to completely recreate maternal and paternal relationships, states also maintain the ability to legally destroy any such relationships. It is well within the power of the state to not only create new parental rights and duties, but also to remove the rights of a parent towards its child; this is true not only for the rights towards the child, but also for the duties of a parent to a child.

This policy disagreement reflects a fundamental difference between American and Jewish law. Jewish law denies to a governing body the ability to destroy essential parental relationships created at birth. American jurisprudence grants itself that power; the law can artificially create parental relationships in the best interest of the child. It can also destroy natural ones for the same reason.

258. Howe, supra note 251, at 185.
259. Id.
case law which also adopted this standard. Although most do. In 1975, a federal district court ordered that a person who has undergone a sex change operation could no longer be issued a marriage certificate of a person who has undergone a sex change operation.

The marital status of one who has undergone transsexual surgery while married is without case law in the United States. The basic question is whether undergoing transsexual surgery is merely grounds for divorce or annulment, or is it actually the termination of the legal marriage as it stands, without the need for state intervention. This author believes that in states like New York, where marriage by people of the same sex is neither explicitly illegal or legal, the marriage of a person who has undergone transsexual surgery is merely voidable. Thus, while it is well established that people of the same sex cannot enter into marriages in New York, once a valid marriage license has been issued to a man and a woman, further actions removing one of the them from the classification of those capable of being issued a marriage license, is not in itself grounds for voiding of the marriage.

An analogy to this type of situation is where the status of one of the parties in a marriage changes to one in which he or she could not contract to enter into a marriage. For example, if two people are married and one of them suddenly becomes insane, the marriage is not legally void upon the insanity of that party. The case of a transsexual whose sexual status has changed and to whom a valid marriage license could no longer be issued is identical to this case. Since the couple was lawfully married, the inability to enter into the marriage at this time would not void the marriage. Additionally, void marriages must be voided at the time

---


269. 513 N.E.2d 828, 32 Ohio Misc. 2d 6.


tion of a marriage contracted prior to transsexual surgery. This position is, at least on its face, contrary to Ibn Ezra’s since it implies that the operation successfully turned the husband into a female.

In a recent responsa of the Tsitz Eliezer, Rabbi Waldenberg claims that one who undergoes transsexual surgery assumes the status of the sex to which he is now surgically assigned. Rabbi Waldenberg, apparently adopting the intellectual analysis of Rabbi Palachi, states that the transsexual surgery establishes a new person with a new sexual status. Hence, no bill of divorce is necessary in order to sever the previous marriage. Rabbi Walden Berger compares this situation to that of the removal of the prophet Elijah from the earth. He states that just as the wife of a person who has been removed from the earth has had her marriage terminated, so too does a wife of a person who has had his sex reassigned. It is the equivalent of death which also terminates a marriage. This understanding of the rules for terminating a marriage is based upon the position taken by the Minchat Chinuch, that if a person no longer can enter into a valid marriage with anybody, that person’s prior marriages are terminated.

Some commentators have attacked this responsa, arguing that it implies that an act which is prohibited in Jewish law, and which the law considers merely to be an act of self-mutilation, terminates a marriage duly entered into without the consent, or even knowledge, of the other spouse. These authorities maintain that transsexual surgery has no effect on one’s sexual status on Jewish law. They concede that such a person could no longer enter into a marriage as a male, due to his inability to function sexually as one. However, they strongly deny that he could enter into a marriage as a female, as Rabbi Waldenberg implies. This

---

281. The first discussion on this topic among the latter commentators is found in Teshuvot Besamim Rosh no. 340. This responsa is not dealt with in this article, since all scholars agree that the Besamim Rosh is a forged work and offers no valid precedential or intellectual support in Jewish law. For a complete review of the history of the Besamim Rosh, see A. Jacobs, Theology in the Responsa 347-52 (1975) where the exact details of the forged nature of the Besamim Rosh are discussed.


283. II Kings 2:1-12.

284. It is unclear what, according to the Tsitz Eliezer, would be the parental status of a person undergoing a sex change operation. Accepting the full force of his position, one could argue that parental rights and duties are also terminated, since it is as if the old person had died and a new one had been born.

285. Y. Baras, Minchat Chinuch comm. 203.


287. When discussing transsexual surgery, it is important to note that the law concerning children born with ambiguous sexual status, is different from that of sex reassignment surgery in an adult. When a child is born genetically of one sex but with the outward physiological signs of another sex, it is permitted to remove the outward sexual organs and to harmonize the physiological appearance of the sexual organs with the generic sexual status. That is not considered a violation of Jewish law as the sexual organs are not in fact genuine sexual organs capable of reproduction. This would also be the case of a person whose general physiological appearance is not in harmony with his genetic status. However, it is not true of a person

---

In the extremely new topic of sex reassignment surgery, American law remains true to its analytic premise. The law is given the right to reassign sexual identity, just as it is given the right to reassign parental status. Although there is a vigorous opinion to the contrary, this author believes that Jewish law also remains consistent with its own premise, and maintains that sexual status cannot be legally changed once correctly established.

VI. CONCLUSION

When surveying the establishment of parenthood and parental status in both American and Jewish law, a number of methodological conclusions can be drawn. The most significant feature in Jewish law is its methodological consistency for dealing with questions of maternity, paternity, and parental status. Jewish law focuses on immutable relationships, easily ascertainable and without any subjective elements of court judgment. Paternity is irrevocably established by being the biological and genetic father. Even in the relatively difficult case of artificial insemination, Jewish law looks to objective criteria, even if there is a dispute over which objective criteria should control. Jewish law does not accept the American approach of looking at various fact-specific equities, such as estoppel between the litigants, or consent to various actions, or the presence of an adopted child whose custodial situation is apparently not in harmony with the legal parental situation. Jewish law fixes on unchangeable paternity established at birth.

The same can be noted about maternal relationships. Jewish law mutually establishes that the natural parent is the mother. In the case of surrogate motherhood, motherhood is fixed by determining when conception occurred, and where that is not legally dispositive, as in test tube conception, where birth occurs, nonetheless, Jewish law bases its establishment of motherhood on objective, rather than subjective, criteria. American law has historically rejected these criteria and maintains that parenthood can be totally transferred by the courts, and that the equities of each and every situation require a different result. This is true in the establishment of both maternal and paternal relationships. Courts do not hesitate to rule in light of the equities and have even stated that transfer of custody is the appropriate remedy for a breach of contract.

---

When genetic and physical appearance is not in harmony with his perceived psychological status. See id. at 43-45; Steinberg, Change of Sex in Pseudo-homosexualism, 1 Assia 142 (1976).

288. Such a position cannot be found in any of the classical deciders of law.

289. See supra text accompanying notes 279-82.
The differences between American and Jewish law are highlighted when contrasting attitudes towards adoption. Jewish law, while encouraging the raising of parentless children, denies that adoption can transfer parental rights and duties from the natural parent to another person. On the other hand, American law focuses on a wider range of subjective criteria such as consent or abuse, and uses a "best interest" of the child form of analysis. The identical bifurcation can be noted in sex reassignment surgery, where American law is willing to shift sexual identity based upon mutable criteria, while Jewish law is not.

Thus, when surveying the establishment of parenthood and sexual status a concrete difference in methodology between Jewish and American law appears. Jewish law is objective and unchangeable. It emphasizes broad systemic concerns, and is willing to have apparently anomalous situations, such as children being raised by people who are not their legal parents, in return for theoretical consistency and ease in the applications of its rules. On the other hand, American family law focuses on the equities of the parties before the court. If any particular result on those facts is unjust, the court will transfer parental rights or create a more equitable situation for the litigants. The systemic uniformity, which is sacrificed through the application of different standards to analytically identical problems, is apparently not a significant force in American law.

The approach of Jewish law to these topics is instructive in various ways. While justice to the litigants and the promotion of equity to the parties is a valuable goal, consistency on a more global basis has many virtues. Inconsistency of methodology in similar cases, and rules too complicated to be applied, do not promote the interests of justice on a societal scale. Jewish law has clearly opted for simplicity of its fundamental rules in the belief that this will promote justice on a broader societal scale. That approach is perhaps one that American law should contemplate.